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Indicator and Barcolor Utility for TradeStation
PowerZone Trading VSTOPS 2.0 indicator provides an innovative method of calculating stop levels
based on market activity. This package includes both an indicator and a paintbar study that work
together to give traders an objective method of determining a trading condition, as well as providing
definitive stop prices. VSTOPS 2.0 uses an extremely fast filter to determine market volatility and stepup stop levels to help traders protect profits.
The VSTOPS 2.0 trading software package is an updated and enhanced release of our original VSTOPS
package. You can now sync VSTOPS 2.0 exactly to tick values, allowing you to place your trades with
pinpoint accuracy. In addition, VSTOPS 2.0 has been redesigned to have a smoother response to market
spikes, eliminating the potential for false signals and improving the predictability of the signals.
The VSTOPS 2.0 Indicator displays a dotted line representing the current stop level, which appears
below the current price for long conditions and above the current price for short conditions. As price
continues into a trend, the indicator recalculates these stops, moving them closer to the direction of the
current price. The exact VSTOPS 2.0 level can be viewed on the price axis or by selecting the “show data
box” icon and clicking on the current bar.
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The VSTOPS 2.0 PaintBar Study uses identical logic to the indicator. This study will color code the
bars to match the indicator condition but will not display the level of the VSTOPS itself. It is
important to exactly match the inputs of the indicator and the paintbar study. While the paintbar
study can be a useful trading tool, some traders prefer only to use the indicator and rely on standard
bar or candlestick charts.
The user may adjust the settings of this indicator to fit a particular market or chart interval. The two
settings that affect the performance of this indicator are the Period and the StandardDV. The Period
represents the amount of historical data that is used in the calculation. Larger values use more data
but react more slowly to the market (even with longer Periods, this is still a very fast indicator).
Conversely, settings that are too small will become rather jittery. The StandardDV alters the
distance of the VSTOPS 2.0 from the price. The StandardDV input is adjustable in small increments;
i.e. 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 etc to allow for fine tuning.
RoundToTick (true/false) allows traders to adjust the VSTOPS price to align with an exact tick. This
can be helpful when trading futures symbols such as the E-minis.

Settings
The input variables for VSTOPS 2.0 indicator and paintbar study are as follows:
Name
Period
StandardDV
LongColor
ShortColor
ChangeColor
RoundtoTick

Value
21
3
red
green
blue
true

Description
Statistical lookback period
Number of standard deviations to draw VSTOPS
Indicator color for Long condition
Indicator color for Short condition
Indicator color for Transitional condition
True = rounds VSTOPS to nearest tick, False = uses
fractions

Tuning Tips
The StandardDV setting has the greatest effect on the indicator. This often needs to be tuned to the
timeframe (charting interval) and trading symbol or instrument; otherwise, the stops may become
overly reactive and bounce you out of positions too easily.
One method of tuning this indicator is to vary the StandardDV based on risk amount (or stop loss)
for any given trade. To accomplish this, calculate the distance between the first VSTOPS level (after
a blue dot) and relate this to a dollar amount. This initial level can be adjusted to reflect your
personal risk tolerance. This method involves visually analyzing historical charts and requires a bit of
intuition about the markets you are trading.
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Chart Examples
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Disclaimers
All content contained in the PowerZone Trading, LLC (www.powerzonetrading.com) website
and all videos, literature, products and services (including but not limited to consulting and
programming services) are for educational purposes only. PowerZone Trading makes no
guarantee that you will become a successful trader, even with the best education, tools and
guidance. PowerZone Trading does not make any trading recommendations, and nothing
should be construed as such. You are responsible for any and all trading activities in which
you engage, including any resulting losses. You should consult your broker or financial
advisor before placing any trade. PowerZone Trading assumes no responsibility for your
trading and investment activities or results. By accessing the PowerZone Trading website
and/or by purchasing any PowerZone Trading product or service, you agree not to hold
PowerZone Trading, LLC, its managing members and/or its affiliates liable for any loss or
damage arising either directly or indirectly from such action.
Required USA Government Disclaimers: Futures and Options trading has large potential
rewards, but also large potential risk. You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept
them in order to invest in the futures and options markets. Don't trade with money you can't
afford to lose. This is neither a solicitation nor an offer to Buy/Sell futures or options. No
representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses
similar to those discussed on this web site or during instructional sessions. The past
performance of any trading system or methodology is not necessarily indicative of future
results.
CFTC RULE 4.41 - HYPOTHETICAL OR SIMULATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE CERTAIN
INHERENT LIMITATIONS. UNLIKE AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE RECORD, SIMULATED RESULTS
DO NOT REPRESENT ACTUAL TRADING. ALSO, SINCE THE TRADES HAVE NOT BEEN ACTUALLY
EXECUTED, THE RESULTS MAY HAVE UNDER-OR-OVER COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IF
ANY, OF CERTAIN MARKET FACTORS, SUCH AS LACK OF LIQUIDITY. SIMULATED TRADING
PROGRAMS IN GENERAL ARE ALSO SUBJECT TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE DESIGNED WITH
THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT
WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFIT OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN.
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